I’m With Q’Pid Quilt
42”X42”

KK4G

Red Fabric for Arrows - 3/4 yard
Pink Fabric for Arrows - 1/2 yard
Red Fabric for Hearts - 1/2 yard
Pink Fabric for Hearts - Fat Quarter
White Fabric - 1 yard
Backing Fabric - 2 yards

Red Arrow Blocks needed -36
Pink Arrow Blocks needed - 28
Red Heart Blocks needed - 8
Pink Heart Block needed - 1

Cutting instructions
Red Arrow Blocks:
Cut 36
Cut 36
Cut 36
Cut 72

- Red 4.5”X4.5” Squares
- Red 3”X3” Squares
- White 1.5”X1.5” Squares
- White 3.75”X3.75” Squares

Pink Arrow Blocks:
Cut 28
Cut 28
Cut 28
Cut 56

- Pink 4.5”X4.5” Squares
- Pink 3”X3” Squares
- White 1.5”X1.5” Squares
- White 3.75”X3.75” Squares

Red & Pink Heart Blocks:
Cut 16 - Red 4.25”X 8.25” Rectangles
Cut 2 - Pink 4.25”X8.25” Rectangles
Cut 18 - White 2”X2” Squares
Cut 18 - White 4.50”X4.50” Squares
Cut 18 - White 1.5”X1.5” Squares

3”X3”

Either fold and crease or mark lightly with pencil
make a diagonal line for all the white squares:
18 - 2”X2” white square
18 - 4.50”X4.50” white squares
82 - 1.50”X1.50” white squares
128 - 3.75”X3.75” white squares
Also either fold and crease or mark lightly the
36 - 3”X3” red squares
28 - 3”X3” pink squares

Sewing instructions for Arrow Blocks:

Take one of the 3.75”X3.75” white squares and place
it on a red or pink 4.50”X4.50” square with right sides
together (wrong side of fabric showing). Align top right
corners of both squares to be even with each other. Sew
diagonally from the top left corner of the white square
to the bottom right use the fold or marking line as your
guide.

Place your ruler on your sewing line and cut
a 1/4” away from the sewing line to cut off the
excess triangles. Iron so your seam is towards
the white.

Cut excess Triangle

Opened and iron seam towards the
white

Repeat the process and place a 3.75”
white square on the opposite corner
(the bottom left). Sew along the diagonal
crease or mark.

Arrow shaft completed.

Cut off excess 1/4” away
from sewing line

Place a 3”X3” red square on the top left corner and sew diagonally across your marked crease.
Cut off the excess measuring 1/4” from the sewing line and iron open.

Now Place the 1.5”X1.5” square on the tip of the
shaft. Sew diagonally across your creased sewing
line and cut off the excess leaving 1/4” then iron
open.

Using your ruler and cutter fussy cut
both sides of the arrow shaft. Measure
then cut 1/4” away from the saft corners.
This will help you sew and line up your
arrow blocks correctly. The next page
will show how to pin and sew the block
together.
1/4”

Take two arrow blocks right sides together. Make sure the arrow shaft tips (bottom
of arrow shaft) of the two blocks line up.
Pin on both sides of the seam just like in
the picture. Sew the blocks together then
iron. Sew two more arrows together, then
sew the 4 block in to one block. Make sure
your arrow shaft tips face the center of the

Shaft tips

Next page shows how many of each
the arrow blocks are needed.

Make 1

Make 3

Make 1

Make 1

Make 3

Make 1

2” X 2”

4.25” X 8.25”

4.25” X 8.25”

4.50” X 4.50”

2” X 2”

1.5” X 1.5”

4.50” X 4.50”
1.5” X 1.5”

Heart block assembly. It will be easier to make sure you have a left and right
side if you lay and pin the correct size square to the position on the 4.25” X
8.25” rectangle. Shown on next page.

1.5”

2”

4.50”

2”

1.5”

4.50”

Pin each of the different
sized squares to the correct
corner of the 4.25” X 8.25”
rectangle. Use the crease or
marking line to sew
diagonally across each
square. Cut off the excess
(yellow is cutting line) use
1/4” seam allowance and
iron. After you have
completed the heart blocks it
is time to sew the blocks
together.

Row 1

Row 2

Sew together the blocks for rows
1-5. The sew the rows together as
shown. You have now completed
piecing I’M WITH Q’PID.
Remember, whatever your heart
desires, go for it, it’s yours to have
for the making.

Row 3
Sew Happy to be a Quilter!
Karla
Row 4

Row 5
KK4G

